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Mexico is truly aware that climate change is a huge issue in our modern world. Though it is 

something that affects us globally, there are specific countries and regions which are influenced 
more than the others in unbelievable conditions. Not only does this just act on us humans, but also 

contributes on a frequent loss of various animal species. This is something that cannot be neglected, 

so the most efficient way to solve it for now is improving sustainability in every country, which will 
at least help the prevention of useless energy consumption. It might sound easy to solve climate 

change in this specific case but encouraging everyone to take action is the challenge Mexico faces, 

not only in this matter but additionally in other global concerns, too. Mexico would also like to 
mention that they are aware of the countries which are severely affected by the energy crisis and 

the dramatic change in climate, and that they would be honored helping them with anything that 

will decrease the problems that are being faced. In addition, Mexico is open to any sort of critical 
discourse regarding their country’s position, and would be delighted to hear further proposals in 

order to improve the shortcomings of their policy. 

Although Mexico has been from one of the countries that produce the majority of the greenhouse 

gases, they have been trying to improve their situation since 2013 by limiting the community from 

using additional unrenewable energy by increasing gas prices, as well as encouraging their 

members to use solar energy, and rewarding renewable energy producers with an outstanding 
certificate that proves them that they did something to improve the situation. Mexico’s process in 

radiating the usage of renewable energy may not be as fast as other member states, but also 

promises in reducing the majority of the carbon footprint by 2050, such as legislating new, 
reasonable laws to force the society to completely change their mindset about the “ignoring” of 

climate change and gas usage. 

 To specify the needed solutions for enhancing sustainability globally, Mexico would be pleasured to 
address some main resolutions, followed by their sub-items which are rather related to the main 

points. Informing every being in every nation is key for solving the majority of the issues 

worldwide, as most of them prefer to ignore the negatives of life. Not only do they ignore the issue, 
they also do not see it as a problem to clearly express their “opinion” on climate change, saying no 

such thing exists. To help reduce the ignorance in countries, seminars to definite regions could be 

possible in our modern future, which they also leave a deep memory in the participators’ brains by 
showing them actual footage on how their gas usage could result in polar bears’ and many other 

organisms’ death. These organizations which are particularly designed to change the ignorant 

perspective on the matter will eventually inform the majority, worldwide. 

 



Sources:  

*https://cleoinstitute.org/?utm_source=Search&utm_medium=Google&utm_id=PP-

CPC&gclid=CjwKCAjwkYGVBhArEiwA4sZLuLIAnR9jgAGkPTNyQKvAXgoJbdwmEBAKfKK-TZr-

0CeF6TC6pYdnFhoCTx0QAvD_BwE 

* https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/b1w654v9t9xcz5/mexicos-position-
addressing-climate-change-a-tax-policy-analysis 
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